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Abstract
In the educational domain, study extension is considered for in-trouble students. If a
decision is proper, it can advance the success of the students. To provide decision making
support for this problem, a materialization of an educational decision making support model
is proposed with our transfer learning-based algorithm, named CombinedTL, by integrating
transfer learning into the case-based reasoning framework. All the processes of the model
(case base construction, problem solving, and case base maintenance) can be well supported
and enhanced by CombinedTL. In an empirical study, CombinedTL is evaluated in each
process of the materialized model on real data sets. Experimental results have confirmed that
CombinedTL is more effective than the others with higher Accuracy and F-measure values.
This also implies that to some extent, the feasibility and applicability of our model can be
taken into consideration in practice to provide appropriate information for decision making
support on in-trouble students.
Index terms
Educational decision making support model, case-based reasoning, instance-based transfer learning, ensemble model, study extension.

1. Introduction
Educational data mining has emerged for a few decades. Many works have been proposed in this field. Some of them with many different learning approaches: unsupervised
learning, supervised learning, and semi-supervised are listed in [2], [10], [14], [15], [16],
and [19]. As a next step, bringing their achievements to the real-world education systems
for better learning and teaching activities is significant nowadays. This is reflected in
development of decision support systems and models. Several related works in this
regard are proposed in [6], [17], [20], [24], and [26]. Except for [20], with various
purposes, these existing works did not consider the support for the academic problem
of in-trouble students’ study extension at the program level. The study extension problem
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is an important one to switch their study choices appropriately before it’s too late for
them. In [20] and our work, not only an effective predictive model but also a decision
making support model is defined and put into practice to support this academic problem.
From the practical side, no existing work has taken into account a context where
fewer target instances in the target domain of interest and more source instances in the
source domains for supporting the model are available. This context is required because
our support is given in the early stage and additionally the problem is considered at the
program level with a low pace of yearly or even longer data collection. Therefore, we
stress the necessity of a new approach to educational decision making support in such
a context. In our work, we address this with transfer learning to enhance the model in
the target domain with the help of other source ones.
Another motivation is the sustainability of decision making support over time provided
by decision support systems and models. This feature is significant for the applications
of Information and Communication Technologies in the real world. At this moment,
we are not aware of such support from any existing work. By contrast, [20] and our
work include this feature into our model based on the integration of transfer learning
in the case-based reasoning framework with the case base maintenance of our model
over time.
In short, our work presents a combination of transfer learning and case-based reasoning for an educational decision making support model with two key contributions:
•
•

A materialized version of the educational decision making support model,
A transfer learning-based algorithm, CombinedTL, for this materialization.

The first contribution gives us the materialization of our model. In this materialization,
a clear specification of the combination is defined to provide appropriate information
via the most similar solved cases corresponding to the known students with the unknown
target case corresponding to the current student who needs a decision for study extension.
Meanwhile, the second one shows the execution of this model in its entire cycle over
time including three processes: case base construction, problem solving, and case base
maintenance. To our best knowledge, these contributions are novel for educational
decision making support.
For an empirical evaluation, CombinedTL is compared with the other corresponding
methods in the case-based reasoning framework using the real data sets. Experimental
results have confirmed the effectiveness of CombinedTL as well as the use of the
materialized version of our model over time. With better Accuracy and F-measure values,
CombinedTL outperforms the other methods for case base construction of the model,
for case retrieval in the problem solving process of the model, and also for case base
maintenance of the model. Such better performance encourages us to use this decision
making support model to derive similar students in the past for further examination
and analysis of the current student being considered for study extension. Furthermore,
a decision can be made to give our students the best support towards a success in their
study with our program.
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The rest of our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews several related works
compared to ours. In Section 3, we define a materialized version of our educational
decision making support model. For this model, we propose the CombinedTL algorithm based on the instance-based transfer learning algorithms in Section 4. Section 5
shows the evaluation of CombinedTL with many experimental results. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper and states our future works.

2. Related Works
In this section, comparing with our work, we review the works for educational decision
making support in [6], [17], [20], [24], and [26] with educational data mining in [2],
[10], [14], [15], [16], and [19], the works in [4], [13], [18], and [20] for a combination
of transfer learning and case-based reasoning, and the works in [3], [11], and [12] for
case retrieval.
Due to the importance of education, many decision support systems have been built
in the world, shown in [6], [17], [20], [24], and [26]. The support is different from
work to work depending on its purpose and use context. For quality decision processes
in higher education, [6] introduced the architecture of an educational decision support
system where data mining contribution was discussed. In [17], the authors constructed a
decision support system for academic administration as a web application. This system
allowed multiuser access with high availability in planning academic capacity. In [26],
a decision making system with data warehousing and data mining was developed to
support distance instructors in e-learning. This system can provide student’s learning
patterns from the descriptive mining techniques. Different from the aforementioned
works, [20] and [24] have been defined for the predefined academic problems of undergraduate students. The resulting system in [24] is a three-tiered web-based application
including data mining models. [20] has then added an educational decision making
support model into the system. The model is the first one designed with a combination
of case-based reasoning and transfer learning to support decisions on study extension of
each in-trouble student. As [20] is an initial work, the achievements in [20] need more
development. Therefore, our work in this paper proposes a materialized version of this
model and makes it executable with the proposed CombinedTL algorithm. CombinedTL
stems from the combination of the instance-based transfer learning algorithms integrated
in the case-based reasoning framework. It lays the foundations for the materialized model
in decision making support.
With great contribution to decision making support systems, data mining has been
considered very much in the educational domain. Different tasks, data sets, contexts,
and techniques have been examined in the existing works. Some of them are listed in
[2], [10], [14], [15], [16], and [19] where [10] and [19] used unsupervised learning and
the others used supervised learning. In [10], student communities were identified using
the k-means algorithm on their behavior-related data in the Virtual Worlds platform.
Also for grouping the students, [19] considered the allocation of students to classes.
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The authors proposed to model the problem as a Constraint Satisfaction Optimization
Problem and then solved it with Gecode and an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm.
In [2], different classifiers were built and evaluated with cost-sensitive learning using
student-related, semester-related, studies-related, and social behavior-related data of undergraduate students. Using the resulted classifiers, drop-out students can be predicted
early in their study. [14] also provided student’s performance prediction using decision
trees on three different data sources related to assessment grades, automatic marking
system of the course, and interaction and engagement in the discussion forum. It is noted
that the use of multiple data sources in [14] is different from ours in this work where
transfer learning is exploited. In [16], the authors defined an evolutionary algorithm for
student failure prediction of high-school students using their current marks, the surveys
about socioeconomic factors and previous marks, and the surveys about personal, social,
family and school factors. Different from the previous ones with supervised learning,
[15] used semi-supervised learning to obtain a predictive model for drop-out students in
distance higher education. As an extension to these works in educational data mining,
our work considers not only a predictive model but also its use in decision making
support. Moreover, our work is the first work bringing transfer learning to the casebased reasoning framework for problem solving in the educational domain. This results
in our educational decision making support model, which can start with fewer known
target instances and more known source instances to resolve the solutions for unknown
target instances. Such a combination of transfer learning and case-based reasoning is
thus novel and significant in practice.
As a problem solving framework, case-based reasoning has been used in many applications such as concurrent engineering [11], mechanical design [21], medical decision
making support [22], and medical diagnosis [23]. From the learning perspectives, casebased reasoning is regarded as instance-based learning, fitting our decision process.
Therefore, it is a suitable choice of the underlying framework for our educational
decision making support model. As for transfer learning, its paradigm can help utilizing
knowledge and experiences learnt from source tasks for a learnt model on target tasks.
Transfer learning and case-based reasoning have a strong connection with each other.
Summarized in [13], their three possible combinations are: case-based reasoning as a
transfer learning method, case-based reasoning for problem learning, and case-based
reasoning to transfer knowledge. In our work, the first combination is deployed in the
practical context where there are fewer target cases and more source cases, and the
model needs to be maintained over time. Compared to the related works in [4] and [18]
that also allowed their combinations, [20] and our work are different in application
domains and the level at which transfer learning takes place. First, our works are
dedicated to education while [4] and [18] are not. Second, our works conduct instancebased transfer learning at the instance (data) level while [18] performed at the structure
level for transformation paths from source workflows to target workflows. Contrast
to [18] and ours, [4] used the case base in their case-based reasoning framework to
speed up the learning process in the target domain. Third, our current work defines
the CombinedTL algorithm based on instance-based transfer learning algorithms for the
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case-based reasoning framework. The proposed CombinedTL algorithm can support any
process in the framework from the construction of its case base, problem solving with
its case base, and maintain its case base to ensure its effectiveness in use along the time
axis.
When our case-based reasoning framework is built, a case retrieval method is considered. It is supported by our CombinedTL algorithm in the k-nearest neighbor style. The
k-nearest neighbor algorithm is selected due to its popularity as stated in [3]. We also
remarked that the k-nearest neighbor algorithm was used in [11] and [12]. Compared
to [11] and [12], although based on the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, our work defines
a more comprehensive case retrieval method by examining each case with its features,
weight, and predicted class value returned by our CombinedTL.

3. An Educational Decision Making Support Model
In [20], an educational decision making support model was proposed from the combination of instance-based transfer learning and case-based reasoning. The results in [20]
showed the promising of this combination. However, the model is just in its infancy
with the preparation of its case base. More development needs to be done for the model
in practice. In this section, we propose the materialization of this model for the same
educational problem in [20].
Given a second-year student being asked to stop studying a program, the decision
making support model determines if this student is allowed to have a study extension
based on cases of the previous second-year students. It is supposed that the data collected
from the previous second-year students are limited. This context needs more data to be
supported. In our work, data from the previous third-year and fourth-year students with
the same program are considered as other data sources. Discussed in [20], instancebased transfer learning is thus exploited to prepare more cases from other sources for
the case base of the model.
The materialization is presented with the processes of this model: case base construction, problem solving, and maintenance. This materialization is a procedure that makes
our decision making support model concrete at the physical level. In the materialization,
we propose a particular learning algorithm to support these processes in the case-based
reasoning framework. Details of the materialization are elaborated in Fig. 1. Our figure
shows the new parts in italic on a blue background. Each step in this materialization is
briefly described.
3.1. Construction
In the area of step (1. Construction), preprocessing with normalization and feature
extractions is first conducted. Materialization then focuses on preparing cases for the
case base. It includes a combination of three instance-based transfer learning algorithms
(MultiSource TrAdaboost (M), TrAdaboost (T), and TransferBoost (Tr)) to obtain a
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Fig. 1. A materialized version of the educational decision making support model

learner from preprocessed source and target data. Case preparation takes the cases from
both domains weighted by the learner. The case base can include and use all the cases
equally in the next problem solving step.
3.2. Problem Solving
In the area of step (2. Problem solving), problem solving is then processed by the
k-nearest neighbor algorithm using the predicted class along the weight of each solved
case in the case base obtained in the previous step. Euclidean distance is used to compare
the target case with each solved case. In the case-based reasoning framework, the results
returned by this step include the most similar solved cases and the predicted class of
the target case based on majority voting. In the future, the target case is then tested to
retain in the case base.
3.3. Maintenance
In the area of step (3. Maintenance), the effectiveness of the case base is examined
by using target test cases to extract the similar solved test cases. The adapted solutions
and predicted classes of these target test cases are then compared with their given ones.
If they are the same, the case base is effective enough. Otherwise, it is then updated.
The update process gets back to step (1. Construction), which enhances the case base
using more source data.
Compared to the model in [20], this version clarifies transfer learning in the first step
and the case retrieval for the target case in the second one and remains the third one.
In Fig. 1, these are presented in italic in the shadowed shapes.
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Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm for materializing the educational decision making support model

4. The Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we propose a transfer learning-based algorithm for the case-based
reasoning framework. The algorithm is named CombinedTL. This algorithm lays the
basis for the execution of all the aforementioned steps of the model.

4.1. Algorithm Design
In Fig. 2, the pseudo code of CombinedTL is given. In the process of CombinedTL,
statements 1-4 are defined for step (1. Construction) and statements 5-10 for step (2.
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Table 1. Argument details of the CombinedTL algorithm
Argument type
Input

Name
Xt

Dt

{Ds1 , Ds2 , ..., Dsn }

M

k

Output

R

Y

Description
a target case: This is a data vector of the student
that is being considered for decision making support.
target domain data: This is a set of data vectors
and their classes of the students in the past at the
same study year as the student being considered.
This data set is used as a target domain data set
for case base construction.
source domain data: Dsi for i=1..n is a set of
data vectors and their classes of the students
in the past at the previous study years used for
enhancing the case base. Each data set is used
as a source domain data set.
the maximum number of iterations: This is the
maximum number of iterations required by a
boosting algorithm.
the number of the solved cases returned for a
target case: This is the required number of the
students who are the most similar to the student
corresponding to the target case.
a resulting list of the solved cases: This is a set of
k students who are the most similar to the student
corresponding to the target case.
a predicted class value for the target case: This is
a predicted class of the student being considered,
corresponding to the target case. Its value is
either study-stop or non-study-stop to a possible
final study status of this student.

Problem solving), while step (3. Maintenance) reuses the process for step (1. Construction) in ensuring the effectiveness of the case base.
Inputs and outputs of our CombinedTL algorithm are detailed in Table 1.
For step (1. Construction), a case base is constructed. In this step, cases from the
training set which is formed in both source and target domains are added into the
case base. Although these cases are treated equally regardless of their domains, they
are distinguished from each other with respect to the support of target cases handled
by the model. A weight is thus assigned to each case before included in the case
base depending on its class. To obtain this weight, in statement 1, a learner, named
Learner, is constructed in M iterations by the combination of instance-based transfer
learning algorithms: MultiSource TrAdaboost, TrAdaboost, and TransferBoost using all
the training data sets in both source and target domains. Learner is then used in the
rest of the process of the model. In statement 2, Learner weights the instances in the
training set so that its prediction can pay more attention to the instances which are more
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easily misclassified, as originally proposed with Adaboost in [9].
In addition, Learner inherits the prediction capability of the TransferBoost model,
which is created by TransferBoost, one of the most recent instance-based transfer learning algorithms with higher effectiveness than the others shown in [8] with fewer instances of the target domain. However, it is enhanced by the prediction capabilities of
the MultiSource TrAdaboost and TrAdaboost models in weighting the input instances
instead of starting with all the equally-weighted instances. Regarding the connection
between MultiSource TrAdaboost and TrAdaboost, TrAdaboost comes after MultiSource
TrAdaboost to over the weakness of TrAdaboost, which was discussed in [8]. In this
design, TrAdaboost starts with the weighted instances from MultiSource TrAdaboost
to avoid discarding the early ensemble members. Such design forms Learner as an
advanced version of each model from these existing instance-based transfer learning
algorithms.
In statement 3, the instances which are going to be added into the case base are
weighted. If an instance is predicted to be positive, its weight is an averaged weight
of the weights of all the positive instances. Otherwise, its weight is the most frequent
weight among the weights of all the instances. A default weight of an undetermined
instance is also decided to be the most frequent weight. After that, in statement 4, all
these weighted instances are added to construct our case base.
For step (2. Problem solving), given a student that is being considered for decision
making support, called target case X, k students who are the most similar to this student
are returned. Besides, the predicted class Y is returned for this student. In this step,
Learner helps determining a predicted class value Y for the target case X in statement
5. At the same time, in statement 6, it assigns a target instance weight to X according
to the predicted class of X using a corresponding weight in statement 3.
In statements 7, 8, and 9, using this predicted class value and the weight, the k nearest
neighbors in the case base are extracted and returned for decision making support
on this target case. In statements 7 and 8, a set T of the specific cases in the case
base is determined by checking their weights and classes with those of the target case,
respectively. In statement 9, the nearest distance between a solved case in the case base
and the target case is calculated with the Euclidean distance on feature values of these
two cases. Using these distances, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) is applied on T to derive
a set R of the most similar cases for the target case.
Compared to the k-NN algorithm used for case retrieval in the case-based reasoning
framework, the case retrieval process of CombinedTL is finer. First, it does not consider
all the solved cases in the case base. Instead, it performs a class-based retrieval. In
addition, the solved cases in the case base are not all the same in consideration for
a specific target case. Instead, they are different from each other according to their
weights, which are assigned on arrival at the case base in step (1. Construction). Their
weights are examined with the target instance weight to check which solved cases are
really close to the target case. In this regard, the similarity between the returned solved
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cases and the target case is generally measured from three aspects:
•
•
•

Their observed characteristics using the Euclidean distance,
Their group behaviors using the predicted class values given by Learner,
Their being focused in the learning process using the weights assigned by Learner.

Therefore, the case retrieval process of CombinedTL is expected to be better than the
typical case retrieval methods used in the case-based reasoning framework.
4.2. Algorithm Characteristics
As the case-based reasoning framework favors instance-based learning, exploiting
instance-based transfer learning algorithms for building a learner is a promising approach. In instance-based transfer learning, each instance is not only predicted with a
class value but also associated with a weight reflecting how hard a learner classifies it.
Therefore, CombinedTL is proposed to include these results in the case-based reasoning
framework. They can upgrade the similarity between the target case and the existing
solved cases in the case base. In terms of effectiveness, better solved cases can be
returned and used for the target case. CombinedTL exists consistently in the execution
of the decision making support model over time.
In terms of efficiency, CombinedTL incurs higher cost due to a linear combination
of three different instance-based transfer learning algorithms and a more detailed case
retrieval process. Significant cost stems from the first and a little from the latter.
Nevertheless, more execution time is acceptable when Learner can be constructed and
the case base can be then prepared and updated separately prior to their use. Only step
(2. Problem solving) is run with a requested instance response as a target case arrives at
the model for decision making support. This is because the complexity of the k-nearest
neighbors-based case retrieval process of CombinedTL is O(n) where n is the current
number of the solved cases in the case base.

5. Empirical Evaluation
5.1. Data and Experiment Settings
In this empirical study, we used three real data sets, Year 2, Year 3, and Year 4,
from the students at Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, Ho Chi Minh City
University of Technology, Vietnam National University at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
[1]. The students enrolled for the Computer Science program in 2005 – 2008. The Year
2 data set was prepared and gathered from the data of the second-year students, the Year
3 data set from those of the third-year students, and the Year 4 data set from those of the
fourth-year students. There were 1,334 students in our study with two groups: study-stop
and non-study-stop. The first group includes 141 students who were forced to stop their
study and the second one consists of 1,193 students who were studying or graduated
from our university. Each student was characterized by 43 attributes corresponding to
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43 subjects required for the program. Each attribute value is a grade obtained for its
corresponding subject.
In our work, we consider the second-year students as our target. The number of
instances in our target set varies in {50, 100, 150, 200}, while the rest of 1,334
instances corresponding to the third-year and fourth-year students are used for our
sources. Therefore, decision making support for study extension is given to these secondyear students with study-stop requests. To provide the decision making support model
with more information using transfer learning, our work exploits the data of the thirdyear and fourth-year students as our sources.
For evaluation, we established three experiment groups corresponding to three following questions:
•

•
•

Question 1: Is a combination of transfer learning and case-based reasoning suitable
for the materialized educational decision making support model?
Question 2: Which case retrieval method is suitable for the materialized model?
Question 3: How well is the materialized model maintained over time?

In these groups, we examined the following instance-based transfer learning algorithms: TrAdaboost [7], MultiSource TrAdaboost [25], and TransferBoost [8]. Adaboost
[9] is also used in comparison. We used Random Forests [5] as a base learner. The
k-Nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) with k in {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11} and decision trees
using the C4.5 algorithm were used in the second group.
The k-fold cross validation scheme with k = 4 was used for a reliable measure
estimation. Accuracy in percent (%) in [0, 100] is used to check an overall prediction
capability and Precision, Recall, and F-measure (F1) in [0, 1] are used to see how well
the instances of the positive class were predicted. The higher measure values imply the
better methods. In our tables, the experimental results were recorded and the best ones
are displayed in bold.
5.2. Is a Combination of Transfer Learning and Case-Based Reasoning Suitable for
the Materialized Educational Decision Making Support Model?
In Table 2, our CombinedTL method achieved the highest Accuracy values when the
number of target instances varies from 50 to 200. It also got the highest F1 values
although comparable to those of the MultiSource TrAdaboost method. This shows that
our combination of transfer learning algorithms and case-based reasoning is suitable
for the decision making support model. The resulting combination can improve the
performance of each individual transfer learning algorithm and its original supervised
learning algorithm. In addition, CombinedTL can achieve higher Precision and F1 values
despite comparable Recall values. This fact reflects the overall prediction capability of
CombinedTL and thus, the model can be applied to all the instances from different
classes. No special treatment is thus made for any particular class.
As the context of our decision making support model is given with few target
instances, the varying number of target instances is examined with CombinedTL. Its
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Table 2. Experimental results for comparison between the transfer learning methods and ours
Target Number
50

100

150

200

Transfer Learning
TransferBoost
MultiSource TrAdaboost
TrAdaboost
AdaBoost
CombinedTL
TransferBoost
MultiSource TrAdaboost
TrAdaboost
AdaBoost
CombinedTL
TransferBoost
MultiSource TrAdaboost
TrAdaboost
AdaBoost
CombinedTL
TransferBoost
MultiSource TrAdaboost
TrAdaboost
AdaBoost
CombinedTL

Accuracy
63.26
76.7
75.68
65.98
78.57
66.49
79.59
79.42
71.93
81.8
65.98
81.12
79.25
72.78
82.99
68.19
84.18
82.99
77.38
85.03

Precision
0.45
0.53
0.50
0.38
0.57
0.52
0.57
0.57
0.44
0.63
0.50
0.61
0.57
0.46
0.67
0.57
0.69
0.66
0.55
0.72

Recall
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.64
0.64
0.71
0.69
0.7
0.66
0.67
0.73
0.72
0.71
0.72
0.68
0.69
0.66
0.66
0.68
0.64

F1
0.54
0.59
0.58
0.48
0.60
0.60
0.63
0.63
0.53
0.65
0.59
0.66
0.63
0.56
0.67
0.63
0.67
0.66
0.61
0.68

Table 3. Experimental results for comparison between the existing retrieval methods and ours
Target Number
50

100

150

200

Retrieval Method
k-NN
C4.5
CombinedTL
k-NN
C4.5
CombinedTL
k-NN
C4.5
CombinedTL
k-NN
C4.5
CombinedTL

Accuracy
79.08
68.7
70.4
72.27
68.7
82.14
76.53
73.46
83.33
79.08
74.65
85.37

Precision
1
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.41
0.63
0.79
0.46
0.67
1
0.47
0.72

Recall
0.12
0.7
0.65
0.13
0.66
0.69
0.11
0.66
0.7
0.12
0.61
0.66

F1
0.22
0.52
0.52
0.20
0.50
0.66
0.20
0.56
0.68
0.22
0.53
0.69

experimental results show its stability when the number of target instances increases.
CombinedTL can reach the highest performance with the largest number of target
instances. This feature is significant for our model as the case base is kept updated
with more new cases over time. Therefore, the performance of CombinedTL can then
improve with better predictions for new target instances.
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Table 4. Experimental results for maintaining the educational decision making support model with our
method
Target
number
50
100
150
200

Exploiting 1/5 data source
Accuracy Precision Recall
75
0.5
0.73
79.76
0.56
0.73
81.63
0.61
0.74
86.05
0.73
0.68

F1
0.59
0.63
0.66
0.70

Exploiting 4/5 data source additionally
Accuracy Precision Recall
F1
79.42
0.58
0.58
0.58
82.65
0.64
0.69
0.66
83.33
0.65
0.7
0.68
86.22
0.74
0.66
0.70

5.3. Which Case Retrieval Method is Suitable for the Materialized Model?
When the materialized model is used for solving a new target case, its relevant existing
cases need to be retrieved. In connection with the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (kNN), CombinedTL is also used for case retrieval. Therefore, we examine the support
of CombinedTL for case retrieval in this experiment group. Its results are shown in
Table 3. We compared CombinedTL with the typical case retrieval methods for casebased reasoning which are k-NN and C4.5.
In this table, our method always outperforms the others when the number of target
instances is larger than 50. When the number of target instances is 50, k-NN can
achieve the highest Accuracy values although CombinedTL has the highest F1 values.
In the other cases, CombinedTL gets the best results for Accuracy, Recall, and F1. This
confirms the effectiveness of CombinedTL for case retrieval. With CombinedTL, the
decision making support model can select the most relevant cases in its case base to
support the new target case. Its consideration on each instance can enhance k-NN in
case retrieval, especially with respect to the cases corresponding to the instances of
the positive class. Such support is helpful as those cases need to be taken into account
accurately as soon as possible.
5.4. How Well is the Materialized Model Maintained over time?
In this experiment group, we examined the support of CombinedTL for the materialized model over time. It is assumed that 1/5 data source is exploited at the beginning and
then 4/5 data source is used additionally. This situation is similar to the maintenance of
our model over time when the case base of the model needs to be updated accordingly.
The results are presented in Table 4.
Varying the number of target instances from 50 to 200, the performance of CombinedTL for our model is enhanced when more source data are added over time. The
later performance is higher than the previous one although its Recall values are lower
and F1 values are comparable. This is because the context of our model is with few
target instances. Generally speaking, data shortage has an impact on the performance.
Transfer learning is thus useful for such a context.
Nevertheless, how much source data can be prepared and added over time to the case
base of our model need to be considered more. More data might help the mode more
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generalized but noises might be imported into the case base as well. With noisy data,
the support of new target cases will be affected, leading to possible wrong decisions.
This matter will be studied for the model in the future.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided a materialized version of our previous educational
decision making support model which exploited transfer learning algorithms in the casebased reasoning framework for the in-trouble students’ study extension problem. For this
materialization, CombinedTL is a comprehensive algorithm that supports all the steps
of the model. In the case base construction process, it combines three instance-based
transfer learning algorithms, MultiSource TrAdaboost, TrAdaboost, and TransferBoost
to build a learner and weight each case added into the case base. This process is also
invoked once the case base is updated over time in the maintenance process. In the
problem solving process, the case base is used to provide the existing solved cases
which are the k-most similar to the target case in decision making support. At the same
time, a predicted class value is returned to forecast the success of a corresponding
student in program accomplishment.
An empirical study has been conducted on real data sets to evaluate the proposed
materialized version and the CombinedTL algorithm. Experimental results show that
CombinedTL outperforms the other single instance-based transfer learning algorithms.
It also provides better solved cases for decision making support on the target case as
compared to the other case retrieval algorithms. In addition, the materialized model
can be maintained well over time with CombinedTL. All the achievements reflect
the effectiveness of CombinedTL for this model. Therefore, they confirm the future
availability of the model in practice.
In the future, integrating the materialized model into a knowledge-driven educational
decision support system in an academic credit system is considered. Besides, the current
context of this materialized model is intra-program. Examining this materialized model
in the inter-program context is thus planned.
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KẾT HỢP HỌC CHUYỂN ĐỔI VÀ LẬP LUẬN DỰA TRÊN
TÌNH HUỐNG CHO MÔ HÌNH HỖ TRỢ RA QUYẾT ĐỊNH
TRONG GIÁO DỤC
Tóm tắt
Trong lĩnh vực giáo dục, gia hạn học tập được xem xét cho các sinh viên đang gặp khó
khăn buộc thôi học. Nếu quyết định về vấn đề này cho sinh viên đang được cứu xét phù hợp
thì sinh viên có thể thành công trong học tập và cuộc sống. Để hỗ trợ ra quyết định về vấn
đề này, phiên bản thực thi của mô hình hỗ trợ ra quyết định trong giáo dục được đề xuất với
giải thuật dựa trên học chuyển đổi, CombinedTL, bằng cách tích hợp học chuyển đổi vào
khung thức lập luận dựa trên tình huống. Tất cả các quá trình của mô hình (xây dựng cơ sở
tình huống, giải quyết vấn đề, và bảo trì cơ sở tình huống) có thể được hỗ trợ và tăng cường
hiệu quả bởi CombinedTL. Trong đánh giá thực nghiệm trên dữ liệu thực, CombinedTL được
đánh giá cho mỗi quá trình của mô hình này. Các kết quả thực nghiệm cho thấy CombinedTL
hiệu quả hơn các giải thuật tương ứng khác với các giá trị độ đo Accuracy và F-measure cao
hơn. Kết quả này chỉ ra rằng ở mức độ nhất định, mô hình có tính khả thi và khả dụng cho
việc sử dụng trong thực tế để cung cấp thông tin liên quan cho việc hỗ trợ ra quyết định về
vấn đề gia hạn học tập của các sinh viên đang được cứu xét.
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